UNEQUAL LEAF CENTERED (RH standard)

How to order:

Standard Weight Steel
BB1279 5” x 4.5” US26D UNEQUAL NRP

Standard Weight Stainless Steel
BB1191 5” x 4.5” US32D UNEQUAL NRP

Heavy Weight Steel
BB1168 5” x 4.5” US26D UNEQUAL NRP

Heavy Weight Stainless Steel
BB1199 5” x 4.5” US32D UNEQUAL NRP

• Handing is based on the door being the 4.5”. Hinge can be handed in the field.
• Parts are sold as NRP

UNEQUAL BOTTOM (LH)

Based on Hinge Model | Industrial Part Number
----------------------|----------------------
BB1279               | O-071
BB1191               | X351
BB1168               | T463
BB1199               | E368

UNEQUAL BOTTOM (RH)

Based on Hinge Model | Industrial Part Number
----------------------|----------------------
BB1279               | A580
BB1191               | X350
BB1168               | T461
BB1199               | E367

• Handing is based on the door being the 4.5”. If door is 5”, Handing is opposite.
• For unequal top, turn upside down, then LH becomes RH and vise versa. (Hinge pin and plug will need to be swapped so pin is on top.
• Parts are sold as NRP
• Unequal bottom/top hinges can NOT be handed in the field.